
Ksix Gift Pack Travel. Halley wireless 
eartphones + Powerbank 5.000 mAh + 

universal lanyard

DESCRIPTION

The Travel Pack has been designed to have everything you need for any 

adventure. A perfect gift to surprise that special someone who loves to travel. 

This kit contains a Power Bank, HALLEY wireless earphones and a smartphone 

lanyard to keep it always close to you - the ideal products for travelling anywhere!

Halley Wireless hearphones by Ksix

HALLEY earphones are here to break with the status quo thanks to their magnetic 

earphone pick-up. A system of magnets that connects your earphones to the 

charge immediately. With just one movement, they will be safe and in automatic 

charging mode.

More autonomy, more freedom

With 4 hours of battery life and an extra 20 hours in the charging case, you can 

spend a whole day listening to music, podcasts or handling calls!

Sound that carries you

HALLEY is much more than design innovation. These state-of-the-art earphones 

offer the best in audio. Travel through the bass and treble of your favourite songs, 

feeling the clarity and quality of sound.

Your fingers have control

Touch control offers all the functionalities you need most in your day-to-day life. 

Take and make calls and manage your music from the HALLEY touch surface and 

let your fingers set the pace of your day.

A spatial design

Designed to amaze, these innovative wireless earphones feature a tempered glass 

casing that gives them that special, spacey character. Plus, their minimalist, 

cushion-free design ensures maximum comfort for your ears.

Ksix Powerbank 5.000 mAh

The 5,000 mAh capacity of the Slim Power Bank allows you to recharge a 

smartphone up to 2 times. It has a very compact size and ultra-light weight, 

making it very easy to carry in a backpack, purse or pocket.

Just the right capacity

The Slim Power Bank has a capacity of 5,000 mAh that allows you to charge a 

smartphone up to 2 times.

Simple and elegant design

This 5,000 mAh external battery features a simple and elegant design.

Remaining power monitoring

The 4 LED indicators show what the remaining power level is in the external 

battery, so it is ready whenever you need to make a charge.

Main features

It has a capacity of 5,000 mAh, to charge a smartphone up to 2 times
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Its dimensions and ultra-light weight make it ideal to carry in a backpack, 

bag or pocket

It has 3 USB outputs

Incorporates 4 LED indicators to keep track of the remaining power level

Simple and elegant design

Ksix Universal Lanyard Strap Card Smartphone

The KSIX universal Lanyard is a convenient accessory to carry your phone 

hanging from your neck The attachment system uses a flat card inserted in the 

smartphone cover. It is universal and compatible with any smartphone in the 

market. The Lanyard is very soft so it is very comfortable to wear. The lanyard is 

160 cm long and includes a system to adjust the real length so you use it either 

frontally or on your side.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
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